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Introduction
Z E R O N A U T S is the first ecosystem that
empowers sustainability in the crypto industry.
As crypto tokens are becoming more and more widespread, it becomes time to investigate
their effects on the environment, economy and society. The scientific investigation of the
sustainability of crypto tokens is in its early stages. Most studies are available on Bitcoin’s
energy consumption [1][2][3][4][5], whereas other crypto tokens are rarely considered. Some
studies focus on the comparison of consensus algorithms, using few or no quantifiable
criteria or sustainability indicators [6][7][8][9][10]. Non-scientific quantitative comparisons
mainly consider financial profitability and provide recommendations for investment decisions
[11][12][13]. Currently, there is neither a clear definition of sustainability in connection with
crypto tokens nor a generally accepted methodology for its investigation. The strong focus
on Bitcoin has led to a generalization and neglects the fact that various crypto tokens are
traded on the market.
Zeronauts is an ecosystem to empower sustainability in the crypto industry. At its core,
Zeronauts is a multi-chain launchpad and incubator for sustainable crypto projects.
Different to other launchpads, it is powered by a community-based token intelligence
platform. The platform incentivizes crypto enthusiasts to write high-quality token reviews by
rewarding them with the ZNS token. The crypto reviews are based on scientifically based
rating methodologies that focus on sustainability. The methodologies are transparent and
include indicators that consider long-term economic success, social justice and ecological
responsibility.
Based on the rating platform, Zeronauts awards tokens with a sustainability label once they
reach a certain rating. A token can only be listed on the launchpad, when it attains a Zeronauts
NFT label. The labels are created and stored as non-fungible tokens (NFT). They act as trust
symbols and technical indicators.
Independent of the launchpad, Zeronauts reviews can be requested. They motivate and
guideline admins to increase the sustainability of their tokens and give detailed information
to potential investors.
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Zeronauts supports the sustainable crypto movement and brings ecological and social
responsibility to the crypto market. Moreover, Zeronauts transfers its sustainability efforts into
the world outside of crypto. A percentage of the ZNS transaction fee is used to support
sustainability projects worldwide.
ZNS is the native utility token that is used for:


The Zeronauts launchpad: Investors stake ZNS to get early access to sustainable
crypto projects on the launchpad.



Incentivizing participants to contribute to the Zeronauts ecosystem. Users earn ZNS
for writing crypto sustainability reviews.



A premium membership – users can lock ZNS to:
o

request sustainability reviews of crypto tokens, including a voting system.

o

get exclusive access to the Zeronauts token intelligence database with a
growing number of in-depth crypto reviews and extensive market research.

o


vote on funding sustainability projects within and outside the crypto space.

Supporting sustainability projects within and outside the crypto industry. A
percentage of the ZNS transaction fee is used for charity purposes.
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The Philosophy of
ZERONAUTS
Let us create a zero impact economy
and a safe crypto universe.
The name of our project is a tribute to John Elkington’s book “The Zeronauts: Breaking the
Sustainability Barrier”. He describes that in the last century, astronauts launched into the
heavens, in search of new worlds to colonize. Their work forced our species to recognize that
our Earth is a very rare planet indeed and our only home for the foreseeable future. Now a
new wave of explorers, adventurers and entrepreneurs is pioneering novel ways to create
wealth in tune with the twenty-first century. The reality is that the human population is
pushing towards ten billion people by mid-century and with key elements of the planet's
biosphere already coming apart at the seams. These are the Zeronauts. They aim to create a
zero-impact economy: zero risk, zero emissions, zero pollution and waste, zero biodiversity
loss. [22]
We realized that our beloved crypto universe can contribute significantly to achieve a zeroimpact economy. However, at the present time, our crypto ecosystem is unsustainable. Too
high electricity consumption, too many ponzi schemes, insufficient technical performance,
security lacks or uncoordinated governance. The crypto universe must change in order to
endure long-term.
Become a Zeronaut and help us to find the imbalances in crypto projects to make the crypto
space more trustworthy, secure and, ultimately, more sustainable.

Let us become Z E R O N A U T S !
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ZERONAUTS
From the community For the community
...and for our planet.
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Our Vision
Our vision consists of five pillars.
V1: The Zeronauts launchpad becomes the most trusted launchpad in the crypto
industry
Our vision is to become the most trusted launchpad in the crypto market. Our goal
is to attract the highest quality projects and founders in blockchain and match
them with token buyers that believe in and support projects for the long run. We
select projects that not only benefit the participants, but also advance and
strengthen the industry as a whole.

V2: Largest community-driven token intelligence platform
We build the largest community driven token intelligence platform. On our
platform the crypto community shall find the largest collection of profound crypto
assessments. We involve our community for assessing crypto projects. Become a
Zeronaut and help us make the crypto space a better and more sustainable place.
Interested crypto community members can learn how to apply our sustainability
methodology. After an assessment has been completed, it can be submitted for
review. As soon as the assessment fulfills our quality standards, the auditor
receives ZNS.

V3: The Zeronauts NFT sustainability label is well recognized across the crypto
industry
We create and assign Zeronaut NFT labels. They show potential investors of a
crypto project that it is very sustainable; from an economic, social and ecological
perspective. Crypto projects who earn our label can implement it on their website
and documentations. The label has a tamper proof design. Our Zeronauts labels
shall achieve a high level of recognition and visibility.
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V4: Creating an education platform for all sustainability topics across crypto
tokens
Quality education content in the crypto universe is rare. Especially regarding
sustainability, contradictory information is circulating. The media often make it
worse with the spread of incorrect or inaccurate information.
We have the objective to create the largest education platform for all sustainabiltiy
topics across crypto tokens. It should become the central space for accessing and
discussing scientifically based sustainability subjects.

V5: We support selected sustainability projects worldwide
Invest in our token and do good. We support real world sustainability projects with
a percentage of the transaction fees. The community decides on preselected
projects. Our vision is to spend 10 million USD to sustainability projects worldwide
in 5 years since our GO-Live.
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Zeronauts Launchpad
At the core of its ecosystem, Zeronauts is a multi-chain
launchpad and incubator for sustainable crypto projects.
The Zeronauts launchpad is a decentralized fundraising platform. Its mission is to become the
most trusted launchpad in the crypto market. Our goal is to attract the highest quality projects
and founders in blockchain and match them with token buyers that believe in and support
projects for the long run. We select projects that not only benefit the participants, but also
advance and strengthen the industry as a whole.
Our research has shown that most launchpads have a lot of potential to become more
sustainable. The Zeronauts launchpads addresses the flaws in existing launchpads.


The due dilligence process for token listings is lacking. Therefore, end users are not
protected from fraud. The Zeronauts launchpad leverages its token intelligence
platform. Only tokens that have reached a certain Zeronauts sustainability rating level
will be listed on our launchpad. Our rating methodologies are fully transparent and
consider economic, social and ecological factors. Our selection criteria is rigorous and
thorough, and is constantly refined as the ecosystem evolves. It is important to us
share the selection process, criteria, and analysis framework that all applying projects
go through.



The transparency of many launchpads comes short. Description of the way they
operate are often non-existent. This is problematic for crypto projects and for the
investors. Zeronauts offers detailed descriptions and guidance for all stakeholders.



Most launchpads only support one blockchain; there is no multi-chain support. The
project landscape is scattered and dependent on the blockchain used. Zeronauts
offers the possibility to launch on one or multiple selected blockchains. First
supported blockchains are the Binance Smart Chain, Ethereum and Solana. The
second release will allow Cardano and Polkadot. The third release will allow Polygon,
Avalanche and Fantom.



Tokenomics: The fundamental flaws of existing launchpads is that acquiring enough
tokens to participate in the ecosystem is prohibitive, and even if token are staked,
there is no guarantee for an allocation spot. Our tokenomics allows small investors
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guaranteed access to token launches. For that, we are using a two-token model. ZNS
token staking generates a utility token which earns users opportunity for early
contribution access to vetted IDOs launching through our platform.


Compliance: Some launchpads do not fulfill necessary KYC processes. The Zeronauts
launchpads is in accordance to laws and regulations.



We place particular value on the user experience (UX) and user interface (UI). We offer
a seemless experience for buying tokens on the launchpad.



Incubated projects at Zeronauts have access to valuable resources and services,
including: Token Engineering, Security Audits, Frontend, Socials, Awareness, and
Branding.

The following diagram shows the token listing process on the Zeronauts launchpad in
simplified form.
Crypto project requests
Zeronauts audit

Audit is conducted

Rating
score
≥ 600?

Yes
Project is rewarded with ZNS
NFT label

Project
requests
listing
olaunchpa
Yes
Zeronauts Incubator
program starts
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Zeronauts Token
Intelligence Platform
The Zeronauts launchpad is powered by the Zeronauts token
intelligence platform.
The due dilligence process for token listings on the Zeronauts launchpad is rigorous. It is our
highest priority to only list projects that meet highest quality standards and are trustworthy.
Listed crypto projects must bring a benefit to the crypto ecosystem and have a real-world
use case. We incentivize the crypto community to co-create the Zeronauts token intelligence
platform.
Extensive research was conducted to establish sustainability rating methodologies for crypto
tokens.

1.1. Our sustainability definition for crypto tokens
Before creating methodologies for assessing the sustainability of tokens, we needed a
common understanding of what sustainability in the context of crypto tokens means. For this,
we have done extensive research for multiple months.
The term “sustainability” has positive connotations, yet is also abstract and there is no uniform
and clearly defined understanding as it is also used in the most diverse areas [14]. Multiple
perspectives must be considered when defining the term sustainability because crypto
tokens are complex socio-economic systems.
The “classical” understanding of sustainability
Since its very first mention, the term sustainability has been associated with long-term
thinking and the aim of ensuring lasting ecological as well as economic stability [15]. Probably
the most well-known concept of sustainability emerged from the work of the Norwegian
politician Gro Harlem Brundtland, who founded the World Commission on Environment and
Development in Geneva in 1984: "Sustainable development is development that meets the
needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their
own needs” [16]. In 1997, John Elkington presented the concept of the Tripple Bottom Line,
which is commonly used today. It is based on the Brundtland Report and the Rio Conference.
Today it is is often regarded as a synonym for sustainability [17] combining the dimensions of
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ecological responsibility, social justice and economic success as well as calling for a balanced
consideration of all three dimensions.
Sustainability in the ICT context
In information and communication technology, various research fields around the concept of
sustainability have emerged: Environmental Informatics, Computational Sustainability,
Sustainable HCI, Green IT/ICT and ICT for Sustainability [18]. Software products such as crypto
tokens are immaterial goods. Therefore, their effects on the physical world are of an indirect
nature. They are not subject to wear and tear and can be copied without much effort and do
not produce emissions when deleted. Hence, software seems to be a sustainable product.
However, software products can differ considerably in terms of their impact on natural
resources regardless of their functionality. This is especially true for crypto tokens. Two main
drivers of the emissions are caused by the use of software [19]:
- The energy flow through the hardware on which the software runs.
- The flow of the hardware through the organizations that use it.
State of research sustainability and crypto tokens
We identified 28 relevant studies on sustainability in the context of crypto tokens. These could
be allocated to the following six categories:
Three-dimensional sustainability of blockchain and crypto tokens: Studies in this category
have attempted to present a holistic picture of the sustainability of crypto tokens. They
include considerations of social, economic and ecological aspects.
Ethical aspects of distributed ledger systems and crypto tokens: Studies in this category have
made ethical reflections on distributed transaction systems and crypto tokens on micro-,
meso- and macro-level.
Energy consumption and CO2-emissions of crypto tokens: When measuring the energy
consumption of crypto tokens, a clear focus on Bitcoin can be seen in the literature. In
addition, there are several studies that assess energy consumption at the level of the
consensus mechanism.
Value contribution of crypto tokens to sustainable development: Studies assigned to this
category show the potential of distributed ledger technology to contribute to sustainable
development in sectors such as agriculture, state government, finance, energy or health care.
Governance of crypto tokens: Many crypto tokens are based on a decentralized,
permissionless blockchain, which is characterized by its openness and the formal equality of
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the participants. However, this anarchic governance also poses many challenges that can
threaten the long-term existence. Studies in this category consider the vulnerabilities to
recentralization, informal coalitions of powerful actors, protocol change processes and
incentives for mass collaboration.
Acceptance of distributed ledger systems and crypto tokens: To ensure the long-term
existence of a crypto token, it must be widely accepted by various stakeholders. Technology
acceptance models for blockchain technology and crypto tokens have been developed in
various scientific articles. Most of the models examine the factors that promote acceptance
by end users. One study also examined the acceptance by developers.
Sustainability requirements for crypto tokens
Reviewing the sustainability literature, we defined 75 requirements for sustainable crypto
tokens. Subsequently, these requirements were clustered into 13 categories. These
categories are interconnected and influence each other. For example, crypto tokens with a
more centralized governance tend to consume less environmental resources. Hereafter, the
13 categories are described.
1. Value contribution to sustainable development: A crypto token shall offer long-term
economic, social and environmental value for various stakeholders. An imbalance of the three
sustainability dimensions must be avoided. It should contribute to sustainable development
solving a practical problem and does not remain a purely theoretical construct.
2. Efficient use of ecological resources: The crypto token consumes only as many resources
as necessary to generate the added value it pursues. The administrators and network
participants of the crypto token are constantly refining it in order to reduce the energy
consumption.
3. Long-term financial stability: The crypto token should include mechanisms (on-chain and
off-chain) that ensure long-term funding. The crypto token is issued fairly and transparently
from the beginning and there is a broad distribution of coins. The combination of a stable
market position and low volatility protects stakeholders.
4. Technical maturity: The codebase of the crypto token shall be in a mature stage, offer a
high level of technical security and prevent the exploitation of security vulnerabilities. The
crypto token is regularly and comprehensively tested for technical errors and security gaps
are quickly closed.
5. Technical performance: The crypto token network shall be powerful and scalable. A high
number of transactions can be processed, if needed, in a short time with low fees.
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6. Participative culture: Positive behavior of stakeholders who contribute value to the crypto
token network is encouraged and rewarded. There is an active ecosystem and an established
sense of belonging and community, with an established value system providing guidance.
The crypto token is widely accepted and supported. Discrimination within the ecosystem is
prevented and human rights as well as dignity are respected at all times.
7. Adaptability – Coordinated governance: Despite the decentralization, the crypto token is
coordinated and transparently managed. Many competent developers support the crypto
token and are encouraged to improve the crypto token. The administration of the crypto token
is transparent and there is a coordinated innovation management, clear structures and
processes. An established procedure for conflict resolution enables a constructive exchange
within the network. The opinions of different, committed stakeholder groups are taken into
account when making decisions.
8. Legal compliance: The crypto token is in accordance with the law and there is cooperation
with legislators, while respecting ethical aspects.
9. Trustworthiness of developers and administrators: The developers and administrators of a
crypto token are trustworthy. They are not involved in any illegal activities and support the
continued existence of the crypto token.
10. Knowledge transfer: The promotion of distributed ledger technology shall be supported by
knowledge transfer. The source code of the crypto token is publicly available, open source
software is used and the development of industry standards is supported. Stakeholders have
the opportunity to acquire knowledge about the crypto token through concise
documentation.
11. Network security: Network attacks are prevented by a high degree of decentralization and
protective mechanisms. Potential attack areas have been identified and, if possible, solutions
have been developed. Dependence on individuals, states, banks or technology companies is
prevented. Confidence in network security is ensured at all times.
12. Protection of stakeholders: Incorrect application by stakeholders is prevented by clear
operating and safety instructions. Stakeholders' privacy and data are protected, while the
misuse of the crypto token for criminal activities is prevented as far as possible.
13. Established infrastructure: There is a comprehensive infrastructure for easy and secure
use of the crypto token.
Connecting the requirement categories, we propose the following sustainability definition for
crypto tokens:
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“A sustainable crypto token makes an economic, social and ecological
contribution to sustainable development, being scalable, decentralized and
widely accepted. As a socio-economic system, it involves independent people
worldwide through clever mechanisms and procedures for long-term selfpreservation and enables them to create added value through their participation.
The protocol rules are clearly defined as well as communicated by the developers
of the crypto token from the very beginning and a well thought-out and
transparent distribution of the units takes place. Despite the decentralization of
the various actors, coordination is guaranteed. Through clearly defined and
transparent processes, as well as taking into account the interests of different
stakeholders, the crypto token is continuously being enhanced. Central
administrative bodies and intermediaries are avoided, whereby the trust of the
various participants in the technology and the ecosystem is regarded as
essential. Network security is maintained at all times. While energy consumption
plays an important role in the first generation of crypto tokens for maintaining
network consensus, solutions are currently emerging that are increasingly
resource-efficient".
Ecological
dimension

1a) Value to
ecological
development

2) Efficient use of
ecological
resources

1b) Value to
social
development
12) Protection
of stakeholders

Social
dimension
6) Participative
culture

7) Adaptability

10) Knowledge
transfer
1a) Value to 3) Financial
economic
stability
dev.
13)
Infrastructure

4)
Technical
maturity

11) Network
security

5) Technical
performance

9) Trust in 8) Legal
compliance
Devs
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1.2. Our assessment methodologies
The core of our token intelligence platform consists of well thought-out methodologies for
the sustainability assessment of crypto tokens that can be used by every community
member.
The Cambridge Centre for Alternative Finance conducted a study analyzing the regulation of
crypto-assets in 23 jurisdictions. The classification of crypto tokens is essential for the various
states to issue targeted regulations. 32% of the jurisdictions examined, have defined the
following three categories of crypto tokens [20]:


Payment tokens are primarily used as digital means of payment or exchange.
Cryptocurrencies are assigned to this category.



Utility tokens are used for the use of platforms and decentralized applications. They
have a usage value.



Investment Tokens (Security Tokens) are assets such as shares, bonds or real estate. In
theory, an investment token can be created for each asset [21]. Tokens deposited with
real assets such as fiat currencies, gold or real estate are often referred to as stablecoins
and are also assigned to this category.

Some crypto tokens can be assigned to several categories, these are called hybrid tokens.
However, often one category is predominant, e.g. Ethereum can be used as a payment token
and utility token but is primarily designed as a utility token. Seldomly, crypto tokens cannot
be assigned to any of the three categories.
The various types of crypto tokens sometimes exhibit major differences in their objectives.
This makes it impossible to develop and apply a uniform methodology for sustainability
assessment. Therefore, we propose multiple methodologies for different token categories.
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The first methodologies will be developed for the following five token categories:
Currencies / Payment

Smart Contract Platforms

Decentralized Exchanges

Stablecoins

Privacy Coins

Assessment methodologies for the following categories will follow:


NFT & Collectibles



Logistics



Lending / Borrowing



Asset Management



Data Management



Derivatives



File Storage



Gaming and Entertainment



AI & Big Data



Video



Interoperability



Music



Filesharing
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The 13 sustainability categories and the sustainability definition form the basis for the
development of our methodologies. The methodologies enable end users to acquire
knowledge about the sustainability of crypto tokens in a structured way and thus enables the
selection of a crypto token according to their subjective preferences. On the other hand,
developers as well as administrators can use the methodology to check the sustainability of
their crypto token by means of concrete indicators and derive action measures to increase
the sustainability of their product. For developers of new crypto tokens, the methodology
offers a framework for orientation in order to develop a sustainable product.
To become more concrete, in the end, our methodologies are macro-enabled Excel-based
templates and instruction sheets. The templates include detailed descriptions of each
criterion and how they shall be measured. Our community of token reviewers, also called
Zeronauts, will be guided through the template. We generate automatic reports based on the
Excel templates.
The proposed methodologies will be elaborated considering transparency, relevance,
comparability, scalability and fairness. All decisions along the way to the final methodologies
are traceable back to literature or are logically derived.
On the next page, you can learn how to help us building the largest token intelligence
platform. Become a Zeronaut and help us make the crypto space a better and more
sustainable place.
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Become a Z E R O N A U T
Learn our methodology with
guidelines and templates.

1) Learn

Choose the crypto token, you
would like to assess.
If you have any requests for
modifications to our

Perform the assessment and

methodology, we are very happy

have fun doing so. Block the

to receive feedback through MIP

crypto token on our website, so

(Methodology Improvement

nobody else works on the same

Proposal) on our website.

assessment as you do. If you do

2) Assess

not finish the assessment until a
defined deadline, it becomes
available again for other
community members.

You are done with your work.
Now it is our time to review your
assessment. We may send

3) Review

suggestions for improvement.
As soon as the assessment
meets our quality standards, the

You have finished your

next stage begins.

assessment and you are now an
official Zeronaut! Congrats! 🎉
We will add your token address

4) Earn
ZNS

to our dedicated Zeronauts
Assessment Pool.
A part of all transaction fees
flow into the pool during one
month. to be precise, it is 0.15%
of all transaction fees. This pool
is divided among the Zeronauts
according to the number of their
approved reviews during this
month.
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Become a

ZERONAUT

and earn ZNS for every crypto
token assessment.
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Zeronauts NFT labels
Based on the token intelligence platform, Zeronauts introduces sustainability NFT labels to
crypto. This allows investors to identify sustainable crypto tokens very easily. It helps them to
avoid scams, pump and dump tokens or ponzi-schemes. The Zeronauts label raises trust and
shows potential investors of a crypto project that it will be there in the long run.
The Zeronauts rating methodologies include multiple indicators and use a rating system with
a maximum score of 1’000 points. Zeronauts has defined a label tier system with a bronze
(600 – 749 points), a silver (750 – 849 points), a gold (850 – 949 points) and a diamond label
(950 – 1’000 points). As the labels are NFTs, they are stored on a blockchain, where everyone
can verify the label authenticity. A new and unique approach to NFTs.
Zeronauts, of course, will use a resource friendly blockchain for its NFT labels.

Bronze label

Silver label
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Operational Roadmap
for the next year
+

Version 1 of whitepaper is

+

CoinMarketCap & CoinGecko listing

published

+

First Zeronauts NFT sustainability

+

Website launched

+

Extensive research on

labels
+

the sustainability of

Launch Methodology 3 for smart
contract platforms

crypto tokens (already

+

Expanding our marketing,

started in 2020)

assessment development and

+

Listing on PancakeSwap

assessment review Team

+

Starting our marketing
campaign

Q2

Q3

Q4

+

Methodology 1 for Payment tokens
will be finished

+

Methodology 2 for BSC projects will
be finished

+

First Charity donation

+

Preparing the Zeronauts
assessment platform

+
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Creating a
sustainable
crypto universe
+
+

First IDO on the Zeronauts launchpad

Launch of the Zeronauts
Assessment platform

+

Company incorporation in
Switzerland

+

Launch Methodology 4 and 5
for stablecoins and
decentralized exchanges

+

Launch of Zeronaut forum and
blog

+

Expanding our IT development
team

Q1

Q2

Q3

+

Launch of the Zeronauts
launchpad and incubator
program

+

Listing on relevant centralised
exchange
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Token Allocation &
Governance

The Zeronauts ecosystem team is proud to announce that we do not have any pre-sale or
any investors at launch. We intended a fair distribution of our tokens with a 80% allocation for
liquidity. The founders hold each 3% and there is a 8% business reserve pool that is locked for
two years. The goal would be that this pool won’t be needed and the complete wallet could
be burned at release.
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Transaction Fees
The Zeronauts protocol conducts a tax of 7% on each transaction.
2% of this tax is redistributed to the community, proportional to the tokens that they hold.
This system incentivizes our community to hold on to the Zeronauts Ecosystem token to
make it a sustainable movement.
The remaining 5% is transferred back as liquidity provider tokens to the Exchange Liquidity
Pool (LP). On a regular basis, 60% of the newly accumulated LP tokens will be extracted
from the liquidity pool and are used for the following tasks:
-

Zeronauts Assessments will be rewarded with ZNS Tokens. There will be a dedicated
Pool where the rewards will be stored. 10% of the ZNS extraction will be transferred
into this pool on a monthly base. Reward period will be the first day until the last day
of the month. This pool will be equally distributed to all Zeronauts, that provided a
qualified assessment during this period.

-

Charity for our sustainable earth mission

-

Reserves are healthy and needed by the organization for any black swan event that
may happen in the cryptocurrency space

-

Business Development to pay salaries and recruit more staff in the near future.
Furthermore, to develop and expand our ecosystem

-

Marketing to attract more people to our ecosystem and get global adoption in the
cryptocurrency space.

-

Burning for a consistent deflation of our token
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Meet the Team

Marco

Simon

CEO & Co-Founder

Chief Marketing Officer & Co-Founder

Our man for the big visions. Completed his

Simon manages our listings, is building

studies in Business Information Technology

important partnerships and engages our

(MSc) and International Management (BSc)

community. He is also in charge of our

with distinction from leading European

charity efforts.

business schools. Experienced IT and
Marketing professional.

Marco

Gorgeous George (anon.)

CTO & Co-Founder

COO & Co-Founder

Our computer scientist and full-stack

George is a certified crypto finance expert

developer with experience in Blockchain, AI,

and manages our resource planning and

Data Analytics and much more. He worked

recruitment. Moreover, he is in charge of our

for leading Swiss tech companies.

intelligence plattform. In the past years, he
collected lots of experience in IT project
management and in consulting.
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